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THE PHOTOGRAPHS OF M A N U E L P I N A 

The idea of mapping the historical landscape 

depends on the construction of perspective, a view 

from the present, around which the panoramas 

of history are made to resolve.' 

U
nstable identities emerge in Manuel Pifia's map
ping of place and historical past: memory 
assumes the form of the landscape itself. On 
Monuments (2000) is a series of photographs 
that comments on the rewriting of history, 

ideologies, and the obliteration of the past.2 At the end 
of Spanish colonization and during the American 
domination of Cuba's commerce and political rela
tions, the construction of monuments established 
visual ideological foundations for a new economy 
and society. In On Monuments, Pina photographed 
sites where monuments were constructed on Havana's 
central boulevard, Avenida de los Présidentes (Avenue 
of the Presidents), and nearby streets. The monuments 
(or, in some cases, only proposed commemorative sites) 
of the series title were statues depicting pre-revolution-
ary presidents and generals, known for their corrup

tion and pro-American allegiances. These monuments 
were destroyed during the 1959 Cuban Revolution, 
leaving only obscure markings, footprints in cement, 
and empty plinths. "Portraits of sites," Pina calls 
these deserted spaces: portraits that present two faces 
coexisting in an uneasy tension. 

Pina presents these now empty sites as a series 
of discrete markings: an indexical history that is erased. 
The large colour photographs do not set out to directly 
reproduce the physical environment of the city, but 
the landscape that they encounters appear through 
traces, vestiges, and historical dialogues. In this con
tingent view, the city lives through remembering. The 
past is a mobilizing force that engenders a rethinking 
of the built environment and its social framework, as 
history is imbedded within the city as an active form, 
not as disengaged source material. 

The eleven photographs that make up the series 
On Monuments portray a landscape of absence as well 
as of presence. They do not identify a fixed perception 
of the city; the images construct narratives that reveal 
broad cultural, social, and political meanings. The 
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urban environment is read as map and metaphor for 
both revolutionary ideals and Revolution, and these 
are seen to take place as much in the shattering of 
identities as in the construction of them. Pifia's pho
tographs refer to Cuban history through an allegorical 
reading of the public space of the city and its social-
political milieu. The layering of geography and time 
suggests the process whereby a historical reality is 
produced, maintained, and altered. As Pina states, 
"The history of Cuba is the manipulation of evidence 
and documents." History, in general, is never disin
terested, but operates within terms of authority and 
legitimation "to produce a narrative sanctioned by 
power."3 These portraits of sites hold in balance both 
the raw materials of history and an urban landscape of 
displaced memory. 

Henri Lefebvre describes "monumental space" 
as operating within two "primary processes": first, 
displacement, "implying metonymy, the shift from 
part to whole," and second, "condensation, involving 
substitution, metaphor and similarity."4 Monumen
tal space in On Monuments is a metaphorical and 
quasi-metaphysical underpinning of a society through 
which the attributes of ideologies are constituted as a 
dialogue between the people and city landscape. And 
central to this inquiry into monumentality and power 
is an exploration of the mechanisms at work behind 
revolutionary ideals and Utopian movements. Revo
lutionary governance takes place in public, in the piazza 
and on the street. Havana's empty public squares, a 
product of revolution and urbanization, provide only 
a fragment of vision. Tracing this landscape through 
cracked cement and empty plinths also comments on 
the isolated freeze-frame of the photograph itself. 

Pifia's approach is to question both ideological
ly mediated space and the formal concerns of pho
tography played out within an interface between the 
camera and social/political space. This inquiry began 
earlier, in a 1996 series of black-and-white photographs 
(De)constructions a n d Utopias (Tribute to Eduardo 
Munoz). In these small photographs, form is suggestive 
of content, and each photograph works to "construct" 
the built environment and "deconstruct" supporting 
ideologies that result in fragmentation and rupture 
of social space. 

This photographic installation refers to micro-
brigadas, a building project of the 1980s that attempted 
to address the housing shortage in Cuba. The govern
ment embarked on housing projects in which labour 
was to be exchanged for an apartment. These projects 
were halted in 1989, and many remain unfinished. 
Pina does not directly document social housing, but 
uses negatives from photographs by Eduardo Munoz 
(who documented this building project in the 1980s) 
to construct history and memory as a Utopian moment. 
He takes these documentary images and, through 
displacement and substitution, shifts their meaning 
from fact to fiction, from reality to illusion. Pina writes, 

The intent of the installation is to convert the room 
into a Utopian space (or its remains). The way the 
pieces are mounted, their shape and make-up, the 
variation in tempo, are an attempt to integrate the 
pieces into the site. . . . I thought it appropriate to 
use images from the microbrigadas, a popular move
ment for the construction of housing, because of 
the close connection between the terms Utopia and 
construction.5 

Pifia's appropriated images suggest a "documentary 
style" that returns the image to the everyday while 
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preserving formal placement as inseparable from the 
articulation of social/political space and representation. 

For Pina, the photographs in (De)constructions 
and Utopias (Tribute to Eduardo Munoz) position 
representation as part of a larger historical framework 
of inquiry. This approach asks, on the one hand, how 
the camera might be used for social commentary, and, 
on the other, how the photographic documentation 
of social space is focused on the image as index or trace, 
an event rather than an object, which is far closer to 
the Utopian moment itself. In this way photographs 
are not interpreted as copying nature; rather, in the 
transferring of three-dimensional phenomena to a flat 
plane, the photograph breaks its ties with the real and 
constructs anew. This is consistent with the idea that 
Utopias are "sites with no real place," although they 
have "a general relation or direct or inverted analogy 
with the real space of Society. They present society 
itself in a perfected form, or else society turned upside 
down, but in any case these Utopias are fundamentally 
unreal spaces."6 

In a series of black-and-white photographs from 
1992-94, entitled Water Wastelands, Pina photographed 
Havana's sea promenade along the Malecon jetty that 
marks the city shoreline. Images of a broad expanse 
of water both suggest the history of Cuba as a space 
of multiple passage - Columbus, Spain, the United 
States, the Revolution - and provide for a cancellation 
of this panoramic view. Not set up for a pleasurable 
stroll along the sea-front promenade, the ocean is a 
forlorn-looking space within a Utopian impulse sug
gesting both a vast expanse and a dead end. As defined 
by Pina, this "trauma of space" refers to the actual 
immigration of Cubans as much as an unrealized 
Utopian notion of "encountering eternity."7 

This is the paradox of Pifia's disconcerting 
views. The panoramic space of the photographs 
speaks to these contradictions as both "displacement" 
and "condensation."8 Representation thus remains 
problematic and the viewer of any of these recent pho
tographic series is left not with a descriptive plenitude, 
but a sense of absence, the emptiness that remains at 
the centre of ideology and Utopia. 
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Résumé 

D
es identités instables émergent des cartographies 
de lieux qu'effectue Manuel Pina : la mémoire 
prend la forme du paysage. On Monuments 
est un commentaire sur la réécriture de l'his
toire, sur les idéologies et l'oblitération du 

passé. Pina a photographié les sites où des monuments 
furent démolis durant la Révolution de 1959. Il présente 
ces sites comme les traces discrètes d'une histoire indi
cielle qui s'est effacée. L'article commente aussi deux 
séries antérieures de l'artiste : (De)constructions and 
Utopias (Tribute to Eduardo Munoz), de 1996, qui 
traite de la pénurie de logements à Cuba, et Water 
Wastelands, de 1992-1994, avec la mer comme méta
phore du vide au cœur de l'idéologie et de l'utopie. 
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